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Wedding photographers are under tremendous pressure to capture once-in-a-lifetime

moments&#151;from the brideâ€™s preparations, to the ceremony, to the reception and the exit.

They are forced to shoot in low light in every wedding&#151;whether in poorly lit ceremony and

reception venues or, later in the day, when the peak lighting has faded. This presents myriad

problems and obstacles to achieving beautiful, artfully executed images of the events of the

wedding day.In this book, popular photoeducator Brett Florens and contributors provide digital photo

techniques and lighting solutions&#151;from reflectors, to LED lights, to flash&#151;that will help

you ensure that no important image is lost to poor light or exposure concerns. From choosing and

using the best camera settings to scouting locations with interesting, workable light, to creating

gorgeous artistic effects, this book provides the skills you need to get THE shot at every stage of the

wedding and in any locale.
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I have been lucky enough to have attended one of Brett's 2 day wedding workshops (some of the

images are included in this book) and what I really like about his teaching style is that Brett keeps it

simple. This is another great educational and inspirational book from a photographer at the top of

his game. I am not a technical photographer but I can easily follow the contents and advice in this

book as I feel it is aimed at all photographers at every level. I have improved my photography in

numerous areas thanks to Brett, both from his direct tuition and from his books. If you are wanting to



improve your techniques and produce incredible images then I can highly recommend this and other

books by Brett Florens.

Simply a must have book if you have ever struggled with low light photography. Using his extensive

experience, Brett has put his knowledge into this easy to read book that explains all the concepts

that he uses to create his incredible images.I highly recommend this book to not only beginners

trying to learn how to shoot in low ligt conditions, but also to experienced natural light shooters

looking to expand their skill set.

Very nice book and easy to read! Both inspirational and technical explanation of how you can

achieve stunning effects. A must have book for every serious photographer. Brett is a Nikon

Ambassador, but this Book is also very useful for photographers for other brands as Canon and

Sony.

I already own photography books by Brett Florens so it was an easy decision to trust this book

would provide more insightful knowledge. The book is well laid out and easy to follow. I have

learned a lot from the book and it comes highly recommended.
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